Grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm is a relatively recent and novel optimization approach. GWO showed performance improvement over all competing algorithms. However, the relevant literature identified that the primary GWO due to its position update equation shows superiority in exploitation, but is inefficient in exploration. It shows slow convergence and low precision, too. Motivated by the outlined issues in the primary GWO, this work presents two new and improved GWO algorithms. The first proposed variant modifies all the three models, encircling model of prey, position update equation and the hunting equation of canonical GWO. Further, a new parameter is introduced to scale the encircling and position update equations. As a result, the exploration issue of the algorithm is tackled. Unlike the first variant, the second proposed variant does not modify the position update models, but it incorporates Minkowski's information into GWO. To the best of our knowledge, no such modifications to GWO have been done before. The proposed modified versions of GWO are tested on a well-known test functions suit and then compared with different population-based algorithms, including fast evolutionary programming and particle swarm optimization. It was identified from the simulation results that proposed algorithms outperform different algorithms in comparison on majority of problems. The sensitivity study of the proposed algorithms to their various parameters is also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the real-world global optimization problems due to their complicated nature are very catchy for many researchers/scientists, who are looking for finding efficient ways to solve them. Nature inspired evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are the better options to deal with such global optimization problems. In general, the main objective is to investigate the optimal solution for a given objective function defined over the searching area. Various winning algorithms have been developed to mimic natural phenomena. For instance, Differential Evolution (DE) [1] - [5] , Harmony Search (HS) [6] - [8] , Particle Swarm Optimization may find difficult to solve. The performance of such algorithms is excellent in different aspects [36] : they have very simple structures; they are easy to implement; they are not depending on derivatives; and they have the ability to avoid local optima and stagnation, because of their internal structures [36] . Thus, they have a widely expanded application series. In [37] , the chaotic ABC algorithm is implemented to deal with UCAV path planning function [37] . In another experiment, BA is applied to structural optimization [38] . Discrete HS algorithm was proposed for energy system [39] . While to solve economic dispatch problems, CS algorithm was employed [40] . Very recently refraction of light concept is inserted into GWO [41] to enhance its slow convergence.
GWO is a comparatively recent algorithm among the others. It was proposed five years back. Since then because of its simple structure, it is very popular among the community [36] . The canonical GWO is based on four kinds of grey wolves, alpha, beta, omega and delta. Furthermore, three main models of hunting are introduced in GWO, search for prey, encircling prey and attacking prey. Alpha and beta wolves dominate the omega wolves to enhance leadership [36] in a group called pack. The GWO has various advantages over the other population-based techniques in comparison. Thus, it may be remarkably competent for majority of engineering and global optimization problems. Three basic engineering and actual optical problems were optimized by GWO efficiently [36] . Furthermore, classical GWO was incorporated for training multi-layer perceptions [42] . GWO was successfully applied in multi-input and multi-output system proposed by Zhang et al. [43] . GWO was inserted in lateral inhibition for template matching [44] . Application of GWO to image segmentation was performed in [45] .
Although GWO is well organized as a pack and has various advantages against several classical optimization techniques, the phenomena of low precision and slow convergence still persist. Moreover, the poor exploration of GWO is another disadvantage of it [36] , [41] , [46] . Already established GWO versions introduce new techniques or new parameters into it, hence premature convergence is still a main issue of it [41] . Motivated by these issues of GWO, we propose two new and improved versions of GWO algorithm, namely λ Grey Wolf Optimizer (λ GWO) and Minkowski's based Grey Wolf Optimizer (MGWO) for unconstrained optimization. In λ GWO, we modified all the six main equations of GWO, that is, the searching, encircling and hunting models. Additionally, we introduced a new single parameter λ, which tackles the position update model of grey wolves. While MGWO is a totally different algorithm than λ GWO, it incorporates Minkowski's formula into GWO.
The main motivation behind our idea of λ GWO is to improve the slow convergence rate and the poor global search ability of GWO. Since majority of GWO variants including canonical GWO depend on the arithmetic averaging formula for position update of the individuals, our main objective in MGWO is to study the behavior of the algorithm by replacing the arithmetic averaging formula with Minkowski's averaging formula.
The rest of this article is arranged as follows. Section II outlines the canonical GWO search method. Section III details literature review. Section IV presents the proposed λ GWO and MGWO Algorithms. Experimental studies are outlined in Section V. Section VI gives the major conclusions of this work and some future work directions.
II. THE BASIC GWO ALGORITHM
GWO is one of the most recently proposed swarm intelligence inspired meta-heuristics. It was primarily designed for solving single objective optimization problems [36] . GWO is inspired by the hunting attitude and leadership quality of grey wolves. The wolves love to live in a group (pack); they observe a strictly dominant behaviour [36] , [46] . The domination attitude decreases from top to bottom. In the initialization stage, a population of grey wolves Y j , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n of size m × n is produced, where m is population size and n is problem dimension. The pseudocode of GWO is outlined in Algorithm 1, where the initialization process is given in line 1.
Algorithm 1 GWO Algorithmic Model
1: Produce uniform and random population of grey wolves Y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n of size m × n; 2: Initialize the three parameter vectors a, A and C; 3: Evaluate the population and sort it; 4: Set the top (best) solution = Y α ; 5: Set the second (best) solution = Y β ; 6: Set the third (best) solution= Y δ ; 7: Set g = 0; 8: Set g (tot) = 500; 9: if g ≤ g (tot) then 10: for every population member do 11: Compute the position of present solution utilizing equation 11; 12: end for 13: Reset the vectors A and C by using equations 3 and 4; 14: Compute the objective function values for each pack member, sort the population again; 15: Reset Y α ; 16: Reset Y β ; 17: Reset Y δ ; 18: Terminate the iteration by g = g + 1; 19: end if 20: Return: the best population member, Y α ;
The primary population of wolves is partitioned into four sub populations, alpha (α), beta (β), delta (δ), and omega (ω). The best wolf in the pack is α, denoted by Y α , the second and third best wolves are β and δ, denoted by Y β and Y δ , respectively. The remaining populations are ω solutions, denoted by Y ω . Thus, the ω wolves are supposed to obey the orders of α, β and δ wolves during the optimization process. The GWO introduces the following three models.
A. ENCIRCLING THE PREY
This is the second stage after initialization. In this stage, the wolves encircle the prey during hunting. The encircling mathematical model is implemented in following equations.
where Y p and Y are the position vectors of the prey and the grey wolf, respectively, g is the present iteration number, while C and A indicate the coefficient vectors. A and C are computed by the following equations:
where r 1 and r 2 are randomly generated vectors between 0 and 1, a is kept decreasing linearly during the optimization from 2 to 0. The randomly produced vectors r 1 and r 2 help the solutions to move towards a good direction. Thus, a grey wolf may move its location randomly in a region encircling the prey by utilizing equations 1 and 2.
B. HUNTING THE PREY
The alpha wolves primarily guide the hunt in the pack, beta and delta may take part in the hunt, if demanded [47] . In real life problems, the search space might be complex and location of the optimal solution may be not clearly known [47] . In order to compute the mathematical model of hunting behavior, it is supposed that alpha, beta and delta wolves may have a good idea about the location of the prey. Thus, the first three fitness best agents so far are recorded, while the omega wolves and the rest of the population of wolves are asked to upgrade their positions according to the location of alpha, beta and delta wolves. The mathematical models for position updates are proposed as follows:
The grey wolves have the ability to attack the prey when it is silent (not moving), this attitude is mathematically formulated by decreasing the value of parameter a from 2 to 0, by the course of generations. The value of | A| is kept less than 1 during this stage which forces the wolves to attack the prey.
D. EXPLORATION/SEARCHING
The search of grey wolves is dependent on the positions of alpha, beta, and delta. They exhibit divergence behaviour when looking (searching) for a prey. The parametric value of | A| is kept greater than 1 here, which forces the wolves to diverge away from each other and perform a global search for finding the potential prey. For more studies on GWO, the interested readers are referred to recent survey on GWO [48] .
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
GWO is very popular search algorithm these days. Various modifications have been done in the last five years to GWO and many GWO variants have been proposed. Figure 1 demonstrates the GWO research trends in the past five years. According to literature [41] , [49] , the GWO research can be divided into following four categories: 
A. CHANGE IN THE GWO'S POSITION UPDATE EQUATIONS
As identified in the literature [41] , [47] , premature convergence is a major disadvantage of GWO. To enhance population diversity and avoid premature convergence, the position update equations of GWO are modified and various variants of GWO are proposed. In [50] , an explorationenhanced grey wolf optimizer is proposed to improve the diversity of population. In this work, randomly selected search agents from population along with three best agents are used to modify position update equation [50] . A very interesting variant of GWO is suggested in [51] , which implements fuzzy logic, weight and fitness to update the position of grey wolves. In another experiment, a modification to position update equation is taken from PSO, in which personal best and global best information were VOLUME 8, 2020
utilized [52] . A weighted distance was implemented in GWO, where a weight average of best solutions is computed instead of arithmetic average [53] . Randomized grey-wolf optimizer (RGWO), a new version of grey-wolf optimizer, is developed in [54] . In this novel version, randomized coefficients are selected from top search agents and are utilized in position update equation.
B. MODIFICATION IN CONTROL PARAMETERS, A AND C , SETTING
Primary GWO has two parameters a and C which play key role in mathematical model of GWO. The efficient performance of population-based meta-heuristics are mainly dependent on the right choice of parameters involved [55] . A novel algorithm, modified GWO (mGWO) is suggested in [55] , where exponential decay function is utilized to control parameter a over the course of optimization, unlike the linearly decreased a over the course of iterations in classical GWO. In basic GWO, fifty percent of iterations focuses on exploration and the other fifty percent are assigned to exploitation, while mGWO is able to keep a balance between exploration and exploitation [55] . Recently, logarithmic decay function was implemented to modify parameter a of GWO [52] . Further, non-linear time varying strategy [56] was designed to adapt parameter a during the optimization process. A fuzzy logic dependent dynamical adaptation of control parameter a is proposed in [57] . On the other hand, parameter C was adapted dynamically over the optimization procedure [58] .
C. SOME NEWLY PROPOSED OPERATORS OF GWO
A topological structure operator was utilized in GWO, which resulted in a new variant of GWO, a cellular GWO (CGWO) [59] . In CGWO algorithm, a topological neighbor is defined for every wolf and a wolf can communicate with his neighbors only [59] . Very recently, a mutation operator was implemented in GWO to form a new and improved version of GWO [60] . Furthermore, based on Levy flight operator, a novel and enhanced version of GWO is proposed, known as LGWO [61] . In addition, it utilized greedy selection for handling both global and real life problems. Recently, two stage mutations strategy is developed in GWO [62] . The goal of the first mutation stage is to preserve high classification precision and reducing nominated features. The aim of the second stage mutation is to increase accuracy of classification and introducing useful features. Opposition-based learning operator was employed in GWO to deal with globalization [63] . A random walk operator is implemented in primary GWO to design a new variant in [64] .
D. COMBINATION OF OTHER SEARCH TECHNIQUES WITH GWO (HYBRIDIZATION)
To overcome the issues of slow convergence and population diversity of GWO, other search techniques may be hybridized with it [46] . For example, local search which starts from one point and global search population-based algorithms that start from a population of solutions at a time. Various researchers merged local search techniques into GWO. For instance, Powell local search technique was combined with GWO to design PGWO and extended it further to complex problems [65] . Pattern search was incorporated in GWO to propose a hybrid algorithm [66] . Another experiment was done with chaotic local search [67] . Nelder Mead Simplex local search was hybridized with GWO, which resulted in EOGWO [46] . On the other hand, GWO is also popular to be hybridized with nature-inspired EAs. For example, DE and GWO are hybridized to develop new and improved variants of GWO [68] - [70] . GWO is also combined with PSO to suggest some new hybrid versions for performance improvement [71] , [72] . Furthermore, cuckoo search is hybridized with GWO [73] . To minimize potential energy function, GA is hybridized with GWO in [74] . Most recently, Levy flight was hybridized with GWO in [75] to solve cloud computing problems. Levy-flight search was hybridized with GWO to propose leadership-based GWO, where Levy flight was incorporated to guide the leader wolves in accurate search direction [76] . A novel GWO, NGWO is proposed for solving economic dispatch problems, in which an independent local search is introduced to search the local neighborhood of the global optimum and to assure a better solution [77] . Our proposed first work λ GWO belongs to the category of position update equation, reviewed in section III-A. In this work, we utilize a scaled vector addition strategy, unlike the vector difference strategy of GWO. Further, the second proposed work MGWO belongs to the category of introduction of new operators into GWO, reviewed in section III-C. Motivations for new research are enhancing the slow convergence and poor global search capabilities of GWO.
IV. PROPOSED NEW VERSIONS OF GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER
This section presents our two newly proposed variants of GWO. At first, we describe the improved version of GWO known as λ GWO. Secondly, we introduce our suggested novel Minkowski's based GWO.
A. IMPROVED GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER FOR UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION (λ GWO)
This proposed version is designed to modify encircling model and position update equations of GWO with a hope to improve the global searching ability and slow convergence of GWO. λ GWO starts with generating a population of m grey wolves Y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n just like GWO, where n is problem dimension. The grey wolves will be known as solutions/serach agents throughout this work. The population is evolved by objective function values and is sorted accordingly. The most fittest (with a minimum objective value) population member is known as Y α , the second best value is Y β , the third best is Y δ , and the remaining population members are denoted as Y ω . The algorithmic model of λ GWO is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Psudocode of λ GWO Algorithm 1: Generate uniformly and randomly m × n matrix of solutions Y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n to form the initial population of grey wolves; 2: Initialize the three parameter vectors a, A and C; 3: Evaluate the population and sort it; 4: Set λ = 2; 5: Set the best population member = Y α ; 6: Set the second best population member = Y β ; 7: Set the third best population member = Y δ ; 8: Set g = 0; 9: Set g (tot) = 500; 10: if g ≤ g (tot) then 11: for each individual of the population do 12: Calculate the position of the current individual using equations 16-to-22; 13: end for 14: Reinitialize the parameter vectors a, A and C by employing equations 14 and 15; 15: Calculate the function values for every individual of the population again and sort it; 16: Reset Y α ; 17: Reset Y β ; 18: Reset Y δ ; 19: Set g = g + 1 to update the iteration counter; 20: end if 21: Out put: The ever best solution, Y α in the updated population;
1) ENCIRCLING THE PREY
After initialization of the population, encircling is the second step in λ GWO, where grey wolves cooperate with each other and encircle the prey during hunt. A vector addition strategy is proposed for modeling the encircling behaviour. Additionally, a new parameter λ is utilized to scale the distance properly and to keep the wolves in a better circle. Unlike the encircling model given in Equations 1 and 2 of primary GWO, where ''difference'' operator is utilized to encircle the wolves, the encircling model of λ GWO is demonstrated in the following equations:
where Y p and Y are position vectors of prey wolf and the current wolf, λ scales the vector addition strategy. The coefficient vectors, A and C are kept the same as in original GWO.
where r 1 and r 2 are randomly generated vectors in (0, 1), a is kept decreasing linearly during the optimization from 2 to 0. The randomly produced vectors r 1 and r 2 help the solutions to move towards a good direction.
2) CHASING THE PREY
This is the third step of λ GWO, where the wolves chase the prey before hunt. To locate the prey, the group members take information from Y α , Y β and Y δ . We modified all the six equations utilized in hunting of GWO to propose the new improved ones. All the models are updated to vector summation strategies. Moreover, the parameter λ is introduced to scale the position update model of λ GWO. Unlike the position update equations of primary GWO, the chasing is formulated by following equations:
where A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 represent coefficients vectors in Equations 16 -21. All these vectors, A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are calculated with the help of vectors a, r 1 and r 2 .
3) EXPLOITATION VERSUS EXPLORATION IN λ GWO
The controlling parameter A in λ GWO is responsible for the tradeoff between exploitation (local search) and exploration (global search). The parameter A changes with controlling parameter a which causes the omega wolves Y ω to move away or run towards the best wolves, alpha, beta, and delta.
When the values of A are above 1 as suggested in [47] , the omega wolves will reflect away from dominant wolves. This way they will perform global search for prey. On the other hand, if the values of A are below 1, they will converge towards the prey, following the alpha, beta, and delta, respectively. This behaviour is known as local search. In general, when the encircling is done, it is followed by attack when the grey wolves attack the prey and then the search is terminated. The newly introduced parameter λ is a very important parameter in λ GWO, as it scales all the six models (equations 16-to-21) involved in position update of current grey wolf. It should be kept ≥ 2, because at λ = 2, λ GWO has optimal performance. We have provided the sensitivity of λ GWO to parameter λ in a latter section, which suggests that at λ = 2, λ GWO has efficient performance. When the values of λ are increased from 3 − to − 6, the performance of λ GWO is decreased. Hence, we suggest that for efficient results the parameter λ should be kept equal to 2.
B. MINKOWSKI BASED GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER (MGWO)
In MGWO, we suggest a totally different approach for averaging than our λ GWO in above section. In λ GWO algorithm, we have done modifications to all the six equations 5 to 10 for position update in GWO, while in MGWO, we keep equations 5 to 10 same as in basic GWO, but modify the averaging equation 11 of GWO.
Algorithm 3 MGWO Algorithm
1: Initialize uniformly and randomly a population of m grey wolves Y j where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n; 2: Initialize a, A and C; 3: Find function values of each population member and then sort the population; 4: Let the best solution is Y α , the second best is Y β and the third best is Y δ ; 5: Set p = −4 and g = 0; 6: Set g (tot) = 500; 7: if g ≤ g (tot) then 8: for every population member do 9: Find the position of current solution by using equation 24; 10: end for 11: Update a, A and C by equations 3 and 4; 12: Evaluate the pack members again and sort it; 13: Rechoose Y α , Y β and Y δ ; 14: Update the iteration counter by g = g + 1; 15: end if 16: Result: The best pack member, Y α ;
Basic GWO and λ GWO both are based on arithmetic mean, while in MGWO, we propose a more generalized Minkowski's average for the better movement of pack, wolves. The motivation behind the idea is that we are interested to see the effect on the performance of GWO, if the arithmetic average in equation 11 of GWO is replaced by other existing averaging formulas, like Minkowski's formula. The generalized Minkowski's mean formula is given as follows:
where Y (mm) stands for Minkowski's mean, p is a real number and n is problem dimension. The step by step procedure of MGWO is summarized in Algorithm 3. The MGWO starts with a population of wolves (solutions). All the wolves are evaluated through an objective function. Like GWO, the most optimal (the minimum) solution is denoted by Y α , the second minimum by Y β and the third minimum solution by Y δ , i.e., Y α dominates Y β and Y δ . The wolves moves from one position to another as follows:
• Y 1 is computed by the information collected from α wolves ( Y α ) by utilizing equations 5 and 6.
• Y 2 is updated by utilizing the information taken from β wolves ( Y β ) by incorporating equations 7 and 8.
• Y 3 is upgraded by employing the information received from δ wolves ( Y δ ) using equations 9 and 10. Here, Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 are solutions which are alpha dependent, beta dependent, and delta dependent, respectively. Finally, the Minkowski's formula given in equation 24 is utilized for position update of current wolf. These steps are also presented in lines 7 to 10 of Algorithm 3.
If p = 1, equation 24 is equal to arithmetic mean. Parameter tuning for an optimal performance is a tedious job in population-based algorithms, so we keep p = −4 in MGWO for the optimal performance of MGWO.
V. EXPERIMENTATIONS
To test our algorithms against others, the benchmark functions are taken from primary GWO [47] . We have done the experiments on 15 benchmark problems. All details about the internal structure of these problems can be found in [47] . Our both algorithms were run 30 times independently on each problem. The experiments were performed in MATLAB. The control parameters' setting is given in Table 1 . 
A. SEARCH METHODS IN COMPARISON
We have compared our algorithms with five other algorithms, two are PSO inspired search methods and three are non PSO EAs. In this section, we describe briefly these methods.
1) PSO
The PSO is a population-based algorithm which is inspired by collective behaviour of birds in searching food. Each individual or bird is known as a particle. Every particle in the PSO swarm is updated to next position by utilizing two information: the particle's own previous experience and the experience of its neighbouring particles about the best location.
2) GSA
The GSA search design [27] is based on gravity and masses.
Here, the population is a collection of masses, in which a solution interacts with other solutions according to the Newton's gravitational laws of motion. As a result, the authors have tried to keep a good balance between exploration and exploitation. 
3) FAST EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING (FEP)
FEP was proposed in [78] . In FEP, the authors replaced the Gaussian mutation of primary evolutionary programming by the Cauchy mutation operator. The proposed FEP was efficient at exploring large size neighborhood, in contrast to primary evolutionary programming which was good at searching in a small vicinity. The experimental study of FEP showed outstanding performance against the other methods in comparison, including basic evolutionary programming.
4) MODIFIED GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER FOR GLOBAL ENGINEERING OPTIMIZATION (MGWO)
A modified version of GWO was designed in mGWO [55] . The main objective of this modification is to establish a balance between exploration and exploitation. For this purpose, an exponential decay function is utilized in GWO. The simulation results identified that high exploration is beneficial for mGWO.
B. COMPARISON OF λ GWO AND PSO-BASED GLOBAL SEARCH ALGORITHMS
In this section, we compare our simulation results against two PSO-based algorithms, GWO and PSO. We have executed each algorithm on each test problem 30 times independently, and the mean and standard deviation of obtained results in 30 runs are recorded in Table 2 . The test problems will be referred as P1, P2, P3 and so on. The ''×'' in Table 2 shows that λ GWO wins against that particular algorithm, while √ means that the other algorithm wins against λ GWO. The many ''×'' signs in Tables 2 and 3 indicate the efficient performance of λ GWO. The results for P1, P2, P3 and P4 demonstrate the outstanding performance of λ GWO against GWO and PSO. Further, the convergence curves of the best solution obtained against iterations is plotted in Figure 2. Figures 2 (a) , (b), (c) and (d) support the superior performance of λ GWO against GWO and PSO on P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. In all of these figures, convergence curve of λ GWO is below the other two curves of PSO and GWO, which means that λ GWO explores the search region of these problems more than the competitors. As a result, the convergence of it to optimal solutions is slow and better statistics are achieved.
Moreover, λ GWO's high performance on P7, P9, P10, P11 and P15 is visible from Table 2 , where λ GWO attained minimum means than the mean results of GWO and PSO. The high performance of λ GWO on P7 is clearly visible from Figure 3 (g), where the other two curves of GWO and PSO are above the convergence curve of P7. Figures 4 (i), (j), (k) display the fast converging curves of P9, P10 and P11, respectively, which obviously is a higher performance of λ GWO than PSO and GWO. The outstanding performance of λ GWO may be attributed to the scaled summation vector strategy, which provides an opportunity to the algorithm to explore more the search region.
However, λ GWO performed inferior on six problems P5, P6, P8 and P12-P14 against GWO. Among these six problems, P5 and P6 are uni-modal, where λ GWO converged quickly and trapped in local optima (see Figures 3(e ) and (f)), while P8, P12 and P14 are multimodal with many local solutions as indicated by the landscapes of these problems in Figure 4 (h) and Figures 5 (l) , (m) and (n). On all these problems, the quick convergence caused λ GWO to stuck in a local optima. Furthermore, on five problems P6, P8, P12, P13 and P14, PSO outperformed against λ GWO. The convergence curves identify this fact.
In general, λ GWO solved 9 out of 15 test problems, while GWO solved only 6 out of 15 problems and PSO was able to solve 5 out of 15 test problems. The reason behind the efficient performance of λ GWO is due to introduction of the scaling parameter λ and additive strategy of vectors in position update equations.
C. COMPARISON OF λ GWO WITH NON PSO-BASED EVOLUTIONARY POPULATION-BASED ALGORITHMS
In above section, we compared our results with algorithms inspired by PSO. Here, in this section, we compare our algorithm with other evolutionary algorithms which are not based on PSO structure, i.e., GSA and FEP. We compare our results with the already published results in [47] . Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations for three algorithms λ GWO, GSA and FEP.
We first compare our algorithm with GSA. It is quite clear from Table 3 that λ GWO outperforms GSA's mean results on first five P1-to-P5 test problems. GSA got better mean result on P6. λ GWO got promising results against those of GSA on P7, P9-to-P13 and P15, while on two test problems P8 and P14, GSA showed better performance. It is interesting to note that λ GWO got efficient results on 12 out of 15 test problems in comparison against GSA, while GSA was able to defeat λ GWO on 3 out of 15 problems.
Next, we compare λ GWO against FEP. Here again the first four problems P1-P4 are attributed to λ GWO against FEP, while FEP got better results on P5 and P6 against λ GWO, see Table 3 . This table also shows that λ GWO showed significant performance against FEP on P7, P9-P11, and P15, whereas FEP got potential results on P8, P12, P13 and P14. Overall, λ GWO outperformed FEP on 9 out of 15 test problems and FEP got best results on 6 out of 15 test problems.
Finally, Table 4 presents percentage evaluation of each algorithm, GWO, GSA, PSO and FEP against the proposed new version λ GWO of GWO. The efficiency of λ GWO is very clear from this table, which displays that λ GWO's percentage is higher than all the four algorithms, GWO, PSO, GSA and FEP in comparison. It is interesting to note that λ GWO got 80% significance against GSA which stood better on 20% problems. In case of canonical GWO, λ GWO solved 60% problems against 40% success of GWO, as clearly visible from Table 4 . Likewise, λ GWO solved 67% and 60% problems against 33% and 40% problems solved by PSO and FEP, respectively.
D. SENSITIVITY OF λ GWO TO PARAMETERS
This section is devoted to investigate the behaviour of λ GWO to its various parameters. The experiments are performed on four selected test problems with different structures.
1) SENSITIVITY OF λ GWO TO PARAMETER λ
This section investigates the sensitivity of λ GWO to the scaling parameter λ. For this purpose, four test problems P1, P5, P7, and P13 are chosen. Nine different values of λ = {2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5.5.5, 6} are selected, while all other parameters were kept same as in Table 1 . λ GWO was executed 30 times independently for each value of λ. The algorithm was terminated when 500 function evaluations were reached. The mean and standard deviations of final results achieved by λ GWO are summarized in Table 5 . Furthermore, convergence curves are obtained by plotting average objective function values against different values of λ, see Figure 6 .
It is interesting to note from the first column of Table 5 that mean and standard deviation values obtained with λ GWO are zeros for all tested values of λ in case of P1, which identifies that for each value of λ, λ GWO found the global optimum ''0'' for P1. This fact is also supported by Figure 6 (a) , where a horizontal line is drawn through zero for all the nine values of λ. This means that, in case of P1, λ GWO is insensitive to all the values of λ.
Next, we consider P5. Table 5 shows that the values obtained are such that λ GWO got minimum value for λ = 2; after that the performance of λ GWO decreases with the increasing values of λ, This can be easily observed from Table 5 identify the sensitivity of algorithm on P7, as it got minimum value for λ = 3 and all other values are bigger than this. This fact is also evident from Figure 6 (c) , where the curve has minimum at λ = 3 and it is zigzagging for remaining values of λ. Here again, λ GWO is sensitive to different values of λ. At last, we can see that λ GWO got a minimum value for λ = 2 on P13, while all other values obtained with different values of λ are greater than λ = 2, see Table 5 . This behaviour on P13 is clearly visible from Figure 6 (d) , where the curve shows similar behaviour like the curve for P5, i.e., the performance of the algorithm is getting worse when the values of λ are increased above 2.
In general, it is concluded that on some problems λ GWO is sensitive to the values of λ, while on the others, like P1, it is not.
2) λ GWO'S RECEPTIVENESS TO PROBLEM DIMENSION N
In this section, we examine the behaviour of λ GWO to various values of problem dimension n. In the experiment section of this work, we used fixed dimension n = 30 in all experiments for comparison purpose with other state of the art algorithms, but here we are interested to see the behaviour of λ GWO for different dimensions. For this purpose, we apply λ GWO to four test problems P1, P5, P7, and P13 for four different values of n, i.e., n = {10, 30, 50, 100}. The rest of the parameters' values remain unchanged as suggested in Table 1 . Every dimension value is tested 30 times by λ GWO. The means and standard deviation values of obtained final results are presented in Table 6 for the four tested problems. Table 6 shows that the global minimum value ''0'' for P1 is achieved for all values of n = 10, 30, 50, 100. Figure 7 (a) supports this fact, because the horizontal line at ''0'' shows the insensitive behaviour of λ GWO to various values of problem dimensions for P1. On P7, the algorithm shows mixed type of results for increase in dimension size, see Table 6 and Figure 7 (c) which displays the zigzagging behaviour of the algorithm for P7.
It is very interesting to note the behaviour of λ GWO on P5 and P13. In case of P5, the mean and standard deviation values of Table 6 show that the algorithm got minimum mean value with dimension n = 10 and the values are gradually increasing till it got the maximum mean at n = 100. Similar behaviour is demonstrated by the obtained results for P13, see second last and last columns of Table 6 , where values are gradually increasing from minimum to maximum. , respectively clearly display that the minimum is obtained at n = 10 and the maximum is achieved at n = 100. Thus, it can be concluded that the algorithm complexity increases with the increase in problem dimension.
3) SENSITIVITY OF λ GWO TO DIFFERENT POPULATION SIZES M
To study the performance of λ GWO to different population sizes m = {30, 50, 80, 100, 150}, we selected four problems, P1, P5, P7 and P13. The algorithm was executed for every population size 30 times. The means and standard deviations of obtained results are given in Table 7 , and the objective function values against different population sizes are plotted in Figure 8 .
It can be seen from Table 7 that the global minimum ''0'' is obtained for P1 against various population sizes. Further, the graph for P1, Figure 8 (a) shows a horizontal line starting from m = 30 to m = 150, which proves that, in case of P1, λ GWO is insensitive to different population sizes. For P5, a mixed type of behaviour of λ GWO can be observed from results given in Table 7 . This is also obvious from Figure 8 (b) .
On P7, the performance of the algorithm increases with the increase in population size, see Table 7 . The algorithm got maximum result at m = 30, while its values gradually decreased till m = 150, where the algorithm got minimum final result, see Figure 8 (c). On P13, the algorithm showed a strange behaviour; it got a minimum value at m = 50, then a sudden rise to a maximum value at m = 80 and then again getting gradually decreasing values for larger population sizes. Thus, it is a zigzagging attitude of the algorithm at P13, see Figure 8 (d) .
In general, the algorithm showed sensitive behaviour at different population sizes for the considered problems except P1. Population size is very important parameter in population-based algorithms, it should be chosen wisely to achieve the optimal performance [79] . If a very small population size is selected, it may cause early convergence. On the other hand, a large population size can cause the function evaluations to finish quickly, and the algorithm will terminate before its time [79] .
E. COMPARISON OF MGWO WITH CLASSICAL GWO
In this section, we compare our second proposed method, MGWO with the classical GWO. We have executed both MGWO and GWO algorithms 30 times independently. The numerical results obtained after 30 runs for each test problem with both algorithms are recorded in Table 8 . The convergence curves for both algorithms are also plotted and displayed in Figures 9, 10 and 11, respectively. In Table 8 , the best obtained result is boldfaced and the equal results are shown by . =.
As it is clear from this table that both GWO and MGWO got the optimum ''zero'' for P1 and P2. However, it is interesting to see that the convergence curves for both problems display that MGWO is fast convergent, see Figures 9 (a) and (b).
From Table 8 , it can be seen that MGWO got efficient results on P4, P7, P9-P12 and P15. That is, MGWO was better on seven out of 13 test problems, while GWO was better on six problems, P3, P5, P6, P8, P13 and P14. From Figures 10 (g) , (i), (j) and (k), it is clearly visible that MGWO is fast convergent than GWO on P7, p9, P10 and P11. On uni-modal problems, P3, P5 and P6 the algorithm get trapped in local solutions. The poor performance of MGWO on P8, P13 and P14 may be due to the internal structure of these problems, as each has multiple local minimum solutions, see Figures 11 (h) , (m), (n). These problems are not very easy to optimize.
On the other hand, GWO is fast convergent on P8 and P12, see Figures 10 (h) and (l). Furthermore, Figure 11 presents the convergence graphs of P13, P14 and P15, where GWO is fast convergent on P13 and P14, while MGWO got good convergence on P15. In total, MGWO performed efficiently on seven out of thirteen problems and GWO stood better on six out of thirteen problems, while both performed similarly on two problems. Table 9 presents the percentage comparison of GWO and MGWO, where it can be seen that MGWO got better results on 54% problems, while GWO got better statistics on 46% problems.
F. COMPARISON OF λGWO AND MGWO WITH A RECENTLY MODIFIED VERSION OF GWO
In this section, we compare our both algorithms one by one against a recently modified version of GWO, mGWO. The mean and standard deviations of the obtained results are displayed in Table 10 . Both λGWO and MGWO solved seven out of fifteen problems efficiently, while mGWO showed superior performance on five problems. Also, all the three algorithms showed similar performance on three problems. It can be concluded from displayed results that our both proposed algorithms are very efficient in solving uni-modal problems.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
GWO is a recently proposed algorithm which is efficient in local search, but is poor in global search. Motivated by poor efficiency of the classical GWO, we proposed two new and enhanced variants of GWO algorithm, namely, λ GWO and MGWO for solving unconstrained optimization problems. The principal idea of λ GWO is the modification of the position update models of GWO by a scaled vector addition strategy, while the second proposed work, MGWO incorporates Minkowski's information into GWO.
Experiments were performed on widely utilized test problems. λ GWO is compared with four state-of-the-art population based algorithms, where two GWO and PSO are PSO-based and two GSA and FEP are non PSO-based algorithms. From experimental study, it is identified that λ GWO performed efficiently against GWO, PSO, GSA and FEP on a majority of tested problems. Its excellent performance could be attributed to the new addition strategy. In the second experiment, MGWO was compared with GWO, where it was noticed that MGWO performed better than GWO on more than a half of the tested instances. Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis of λ GWO to its various parameters, λ, m and n was provided on four representative test problems, where we figure out that the proposed algorithm is insensitive for some chosen parameter values and problems, while on others it exhibits receptiveness.
In the future, this work can be extended to constrained optimization. Some new position update models of grey wolves can be introduced. This idea may be hybridized with other global search population based techniques, like DE, PSO, GA. Traditional local search techniques like NMA and Powell search can be incorporated into GWO environment. Other new operators and parameters can be incorporated into λ GWO, MGWO and GWO.
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